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Preface
The Polska Rodzina Foundation has obtained a grant for the implementation of the
project from the funds of the PZU Foundation.
The initiative entitled "Unknown Warmia that is the Trail of the Primary Forest - a
historical and cultural project" is carried out in the Gietrzwałd Municipality and is addressed
to tourists and local residents. Its aim is to show the real local architectural gems, unique
natural places, the wealth of the Warmian countryside, full of folk rituals, sorceries and
tradition. Activities include guided visits to sites in the region, the development of an audio
guide, and an attractive and informative brochure.
A lot of information about Gietrzwałd and its surroundings can be found on the book
market and in the Internet resources. However, no available material suggests specific
walking routes or trails that all tourists could visit with their family, a group of friends or on
their own. For this purpose, this historical and cultural mini-guide has been developed. To
learn more, it is worth following these routes with a qualified guide who will tell you more
about the historical, cultural and natural values of this land. The publication begins with a
short historical introduction, intended primarily for people who are not very familiar with the
past of our region. Later, five routes around Gietrzwałd and the Gietrzwałd Municipality are
proposed, which will lead tourists through the complicated history of this land, its legendary
motives, interesting architecture, both sacred and secular one, as well as natural values. For
each route, information is provided whether the route can be taken by car, bicycle or only on
foot. The descriptions focus not so much on dates, facts and events, but on cultural
peculiarities that are worth knowing and understanding. As the Gietrzwałd Municipality is
located partly in the historical Warmia and partly in Mazury, we invite you to wander around
the cultural borderland. Will you be able to distinguish Warmia from Mazury?

Introduction
The oldest traces of human activity in this area date back to 14,000 BC.
Archaeological excavations are known, among others in the village of Woryty. Archaeological
research has been carried out there several times, showing that Woryty was an area of
occurrence of the Lusatian culture. One of the sites is a flat cemetery where 854 graves have
been discovered; the ashes of the burnt bodies were placed in urns and paved stones were laid
over them. The second archaeological site is the estate located on a hill to the east of the
village. 376 facilities were discovered there, including pits, hearths and traces of dug-in poles.
Vessels with bulbous bellies and cylindrical necks, flat plates, bowls, sieve-shaped vessels,

spindles were found among the movable historical objects. A few fragments of pottery from
the end of the Bronze Age were discovered in a settlement located in the Pasłęka valley, about
1.1 km southwest of the northern edge of the village. Another one is the estate located 300
meters southeast of the village, where 15 pits, a damaged hearth and traces of a dug-in poles
were discovered. A small, spherical-bottomed bowl and fragments of ovoid vessels with thick
edges were found among the movable historical objects there. And finally, the estate located
north of the road to Gietrzwałd, where 7 pits and a trace of a dug-in poles were discovered.
However, the best researched period from unwritten times, common to today's territory
of Warmia and Mazury, is the times of Prussia. The Municipality was inhabited by the
Galindian tribe, which, together with other tribes, resisted the Teutonic invasions for several
dozen years. How did they get here? Well, the Duke of Mazovia, Konrad, unable to cope with
the Prussian attacks on his lands, made a proposal to the Teutonic Order to conquer Prussia in
1226. The Teutonic Knights obtained approval from the pope and the emperor to grant them
the conquered pagan land and began their systematic conquest. Multiple Prussian uprisings
(the last ones suppressed in 1283) ended in defeat. The Teutonic Knights conducted extensive
settlement activities in the conquered territories. New castles, towns and cities began to
emerge. Church administration was also being created. In 1243, Pope Innocent IV established
four dioceses in Prussia: Chełmno, Pomesania, Warmia and Sambia. Each of them was
divided into a part belonging to the Teutonic Knights, bishop, and within the bishop's one
there was also a chapter. It was not until 1375 that the borders of Warmia were finally shaped,
which survived in this shape until 1772. There was constant rivalry between the Teutonic
Knights and Poles for the Prussian lands, especially after 1308, when the Teutonic Knights
occupied Gdańsk Pomerania. The most famous fact from the Polish-Teutonic history is the
great war and the Battle of Grunwald (July 15, 1410). However, few people realize that the
then Bishop of Warmia, Henry IV Vogelsang, fielded his army for the Battle of Grunwald,
fighting on the side of the Order. Władysław Jagiełło, king of Poland, was an invader on the
Prussian lands. Territorial changes took place only after another long war with the Teutonic
Order (1454-1466). As a result of the peace ending this dispute, Poland regained Gdańsk
Pomerania, Chełmno and Michałów lands, and took over Powiśle with Malbork and Elbląg
and Warmia. The areas incorporated into Poland were named Royal Prussia and Warmia,
while the areas remaining within the borders of the Teutonic state - Teutonic Prussia (State of
the Teutonic Order).
The Polish period in the history of Warmia dates from that time until 1772, i.e. for 306
years. It was a time of flourishing of Warmian culture and art, consolidation of the Old Polish

language, Polish cuisine and tradition reigning at the bishop's court in Lidzbark Warmiński, as
well as in a specific autonomy of the episcopal principality.
Meanwhile, as a result of the Treaty of Krakow signed in 1525 by prince Albrecht
Hohenzollern and king Sigismund the Old, the Teutonic Order in Prussia was secularized, and
its territory was named Ducal Prussia. The grand master at that time, Albrecht, became the
hereditary prince of Prussia and Polish vassal. He also introduced a new religion Lutheranism - as the dominant religion, according to the principle: "whose realm, their
religion". Since then, the separation of Warmia from the remaining Prussian lands, which later
took the name of Mazury, dates back. This name comes from northern Mazovia and does not
refer to an administrative, but cultural land, and it was first used in the 1840s.
Ducal Prussia as a fief of Poland lasted for 132 years, until 1657, when under the
Treaties of Welawa and Bydgoszcz, Polish king Jan Kazimierz recognized the sovereignty of
Ducal Prussia, thus initiating the growth of their power. The first partition of Poland
eliminated the political and administrative separateness of Warmia, incorporating it into the
Prussian state. However, the awareness of its former glory, customs and language remained
for many years.
The reunification of Germany in 1871 was another strengthening of the Kingdom of
Prussia, which took the name of the German Empire. Since then, Germanization activities
intensified, and because of them - especially among Warmians - the interest in Polish history,
language and culture increased. The memory of Poland was revived with successive national
uprisings, which received widespread attention in southern Warmia. During the January
Uprising, the inhabitants of Warmia helped the insurgents who escaped. The insurgents were
deployed in 19 towns of the Olsztyn District incl. in Gietrzwałd.
In the second half of the 19th century, the People's Reading Society and Libraries
movement started in Greater Poland. More enlightened Warmian peasants organized libraries
in their homes, importing Polish books and organizing reading. The library in Sząbruk, among
others, was the most famous. A Polish bookstore was established in Gietrzwałd, the "Gazeta
Olsztyńska" was established, and Polish schools and kindergartens were established in the
period after World War I.
After 1945, former East Prussia was divided between Poland and the Soviet Union
(today Russia - Kaliningrad District and Lithuania - Klaipeda District). Southern Warmia
remained within the Olsztyn District, however, there were just few Warmians. As a result of
post-war displacements, and especially mass departures made possible under the PolishGerman (PRL-FRG) border treaty of 1970 and subsequent bilateral agreements of 1976, the

native population left the land they inhabited for generations. It was said then, "Poland has
Warmia and Mazury, but Germany has Warmians and Masurians." For many years, new
settlers from central and eastern Poland felt strangers here and could not accept the German
heritage of these lands. As a result of another administrative reform in 1999, new borders of
the province were established, giving it the name Warmian-Masurian province, referring to
the historical names of the region. Today, local communities remember the old times, looking
for their identity in them and accepting the existing heritage.

Route 1 - Gietrzwałd- Warmian village (walking tour)

Foundation of the village
The village was founded by the Warmia Chapter in 1352 on 70 łans under the
Chełmno law. One of the versions states that the founder was the mayor Diettrich or Ditter,
from whose surname the German name of the village Dietrichswalde (in Polish Primary
Forest) was created, then it was Polonized into Dzietrzwałd, Jetrzwałd and finally Gietrzwałd.
The Polish name appeared in documents in the 17th century. The settlers in Gietrzwałd were
baptized Prussians, Slavs and Germans. At the beginning of the 16th century, the settlement
action was also conducted by the canon Nicolas Copernicus, who in the years 1519-1521 was
the administrator of the Chapter property in the Olsztyn castle. In his notes, entitled Locations

of deserted łans, he wrote about Gietrzwałd that on April 6, 1519 Urban Gunter took over 4
łans from which Jakub Rape escaped. He received 4 horses, 4 hogs, 2 cows, 10 bushels of
oats, 2 bushels of barley, 1.5 bushels of linseed, 1 cauldron, cart, plow. Paweł Gunter granted
sureties for it timelessly. Today it is a Municipality village, with the seat of the Culture and
Library Centre and the Magnificent Theatre of No Name.
The genesis of the location of the village is described by Maria Zientara-Malewska in
the legend About walking mountains in Gietrzwałd: In ancient times, Gietrzwałd was a small
but wealthy village situated on a hill, not in the valley as it is today. The more riches the
wealthier inhabitants had, the harder and more insensitive to human poverty and misery they
became. Drunkenness, fun and debauchery reigned here. Once, an exhausted wanderer came
to the village. He went from house to house asking for alms. Such wanderers were never
denied warm food or a place to stay in the villages of Warmia. They always brought news
from the world and knew how to tell stories beautifully. Here, however, he got neither a slice
of bread nor an offer of accommodation. He was laughed at, mocked and banished from the
village. Tired and hungry, he went towards Woryty. He sat down on the roadside stone,
sighed miserably, but couldn't control his rising anger. He stood up, raised his hands to the
sky, making some mysterious signs and mumbling mysterious spells under his breath.
Suddenly, in the midst of a clear day, an impenetrable, sinister darkness reigned. Strange
black birds flew over the village and sat on the roofs of houses and barns, squawking and
croaking. There was a terrible windstorm knocking over houses and breaking trees. The
people were filled with fear and panic. As if that wasn't bad enough, the surrounding hills
began to approach the village at a rapid pace. At the same time, the hill on which the village
stood began to collapse. It looked like the village would disappear underground. Perhaps it
would have happened if it had not been for the little boy who, seeing the injustice of the
villagers, ran after the wanderer and shared his piece of bread with him. The old man,
touched by the boy's good heart, advised him to return to the village and give his orders to the
inhabitants. The inhabitants of Gietrzwałd were to put on penitential robes and circle the
village on their knees three times singing penitential psalms. The terrified inhabitants did
what the boy told them and the winds stopped, and the surrounding hills stopped in the place
where they still are. Since then, the inhabitants of Gietrzwałd have become very pious and
merciful, they have not refused support and comfort to anyone. On the collapsed hill where
the village used to be, they built the first wooden church, and the boy who saved Gietrzwałd
later became the first parish priest of the Gietrzwałd temple.

Sanctuary of Our Lady of Gietrzwałd
The sanctuary includes the Basilica of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin, the chapel of
the apparitions, the spring and the votive chapel of Saint Joseph. The church, built of brick
and stone, was created before 1500. A simple orderly building in the Gothic style is partially
preserved from this period to this day. The church was rebuilt many times in the later periods.
It is situated on a hill in the centre of the village and is surrounded by a stone wall. Today it is
called the Basilica of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary. In the north-eastern part
there is an alley leading to a "spring" with miraculous healing water, in the western part there
is a Pilgrim's House and a parsonage with the chapel of St. Joseph. This chapel was built in
1877, shortly after the apparitions of Our Lady, during the alleged apparitions of St. Joseph. It
was built of red brick, and one of the two figures of this saint was placed inside it. In later
years, wooden cloisters were added perpendicularly to the eastern and western walls of the
chapel. Inside there is a neo-gothic altar. Currently, it serves as a funeral chapel.
In the second half of the 19th century, Gietrzwałd became the spiritual capital of
southern Warmia. It happened because of the apparitions of the Virgin Mary in 1877, when
between June 27 and September 16 she spoke to two Warmian girls in Polish and in Warmian
dialect. The main visionaries were: 13-year-old Justyna Szafryńska and 12-year-old Barbara
Samulowska. Both came from poor Polish families. For several months, Our Lady appeared
to girls 160 times! However, they had to wait one hundred years for the approval of the cult of
the Apparitions of Our Lady. In 1970, Pope Paul VI gave this church the title of a minor
basilica, and seven years later the bishop of Warmia, Józef Drzazga, issued a decree
confirming the authenticity of the apparitions. The Catholic Church confirmed the
authenticity of the apparitions and miraculous healings through the intercession of Our Lady.
From then on, we can speak of Gietrzwałd as a Polish Lourdes. At the beginning of the 1970s,
on the metal fence around the statue of the Lady of Gietrzwałd, near the spring, there were
sticks and crutches left here by the miraculously healed.
You can spend a few hours around the temple, the "spring", the landscape of the Way
of the Cross consisting of 15 newly built chapels, wandering among the trees and glades,
admiring the slowly emerging beautiful view of Gietrzwałd and its surroundings.

Polish Gietrzwałd from the 19th and 20th century

In the village itself, you can see the house of Andrzej Samulowski, one of the three
famous activists from Warmia (apart from Jan Liszewski and Seweryn Pieniężny), who
founded the "Gazeta Olsztyńska". Its first issue was published on April 16, 1886. It was the
press organ of the Polish minority in Warmia, which informed about political matters in
Poland, East Prussia and the surrounding area, and above all, maintained the spirit of
Polishness. In his correspondence to the newspapers of Pomerania and Greater Poland,
Samulowski encouraged his countrymen to help with national work in southern Warmia. The
newspaper functions to this day, although under a different name.
One of the most famous Warmians of that period is Andrzej Samulowski - a
bookseller, folk Warmian poet, organizer of political rallies, speaker, publicist, and tireless
defender of the Polish language. In order to popularize Polishness, in 1878 he opened a
private bookshop, where he sold Polish books and newspapers, as well as brochures related to
the Marian Apparitions. Polish ties between Warmians from East Prussia and Poles from
other parts of the lands under partitions could tighten, among others by pilgrimages to
Gietrzwałd. The inhabitants of Warmia and Poles from Königsberg, the Duchy of Poznań and
even Galicia, who came to the only place of apparitions in Poland recognized by the Catholic

Church, met here. It all united the Catholic and Polish communities. At the end of the 19th
century, the Polish movement in Warmia took a political dimension, but not strong enough to
change the situation of Warmians.
The interesting history of this village is connected with the Polish minority education
in East Prussia. The Polish school in Gietrzwałd was opened in May 1920, before the
memorable plebiscite. It was also the time of revival of the cultural activity of local Poles:
rallies, evening parties organized on the occasion of the next anniversary of the adoption of
the May 3rd Constitution, the time when the elderly Andrzej Samulowski, who planted the
Polish flag, was visited by Jan Kasprowicz, the People's Society resumed its activity, and a
centre of the "Sokół" Gymnastic Society operated. In June 1920, a great congress of Polish
choirs from southern Warmia took place in Gietrzwałd, involving nearly 5,000 singers.
Despite such a large number of Poles, in the plebiscite of July 11, 1920, 170 votes
were cast for Poland and 412 for East Prussia. Gietrzwałd remained in the German state. The
Polish school established in May 1920, along with 17 others in Warmia, was closed.
However, the pilgrimage movement did not stop. Every year on September 8, pilgrims from
all over southern Warmia came to Gietrzwałd. The feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin
Mary in 1927 was the most solemn. Over 50,000 pilgrims gathered for half a century
anniversary of the Apparitions of Our Lady, including pilgrims from Poland, which had been
independent for several years.
After World War II, in 1957, a plaque was placed on the building of Antoni Fiutak,
where a Polish school and then a kindergarten were located before the plebiscite. Currently,
the building where the first Polish school existed has been demolished, but there is a
commemorative boulder on which there is a plaque with the inscription: "In this place in 1920
/ there was a Polish school in Gietrzwałd/ they taught in it strenghtening Polishness/ Maria
Bem/Augustyn Klimek”.
The Polish school in Gietrzwałd was reopened on April 10, 1929 in the same building
of Antoni Fiutak as in 1920. Then it was moved to the house of Antoni Sikorski, located
almost opposite the entrance to the church. Earlier, at the end of October 1927, Otylia Grothe
(née Tesznerówna) started to create a Polish kindergarten in Gietrzwałd, which was located in
the newly built house of Jakub Bem. The core of the future Polish school students came from
preschool children. Already in 1921, the Polish-Catholic School Society for Warmia was
established, thanks to which it was possible to re-open Polish schools in southern Warmia. It
was legally possible when, on December 31, 1928, the Prussian Sejm issued an ordinance

regulating education for the Polish minority. Ultimately, in the years 1929-1939, there were
Polish schools in 15 towns, including Gietrzwałd, Woryty and Unieszew.
From the very beginning, the Polish school in Gietrzwałd encountered strong
countermeasures of the German authorities. At the beginning of 1933, ten children attended it,
but NSDAP officials began to put pressure on the parents, so that the number of students
decreased every month. In the end, only one student remained - Maria Groeber, the daughter
of a labourer employed by a German farmer in Gietrzwałd. After the school was closed down
in September 1933, she enrolled in a Polish school in Woryty. The property of the Polish
school in Gietrzwałd was also taken there.
Antoni Sikorski's house, which housed the Polish school in 1929-1933, facing the
Marian sanctuary, is now a private apartment. A plaque informing about its history, removed
many years ago, was once again placed on the façade. According to the owner Maria Żuk, the
property entered in the register of historic monuments brings more problems than good.
According to the common opinion of the local community, the building used to belong to a
Polish school and was therefore renovated with municipal funds. Meanwhile, few people
remember that Polish schools operated in several private houses, the owners of which often at
the risk of their own lives, lend a part of the house, usually one room and a part of the yard for
the school yard. The current owner remembers perfectly that when she inherited the property
in 1977, the house was a complete ruin. There were holes in the walls, and the door frames on
the first floor were collapsing under the weight of the stoves on the second floor. The owners
had to do all the renovations themselves. Today nobody remembers which of the rooms
housed the former school.
Identity of Gietrzwałd today
The identity of the Warmian village and its inhabitants, apart from the sanctuary, is
also evidenced by Warmian chapels. They are the hallmark of Catholic Warmia,
distinguishing it from the once Protestant Mazury, where small sacred architecture in the form
of roadside crosses prevailed. Chapels were built in Warmia from the 18th century to thank
Our Lady for the received favours or for some specific intentions. They were built on private
properties, at the crossing of the routes or in the centre of a village where there was no church.
They were always built out of the kindness of the heart. Never because of someone else's
order. And although there are hardly any real, indigenous Warmians today, it is good that
their successors practice the custom of taking care of the chapels. There are over three
thousand chapels in the whole Warmia, of which 1,333 are historic, but there are no two

exactly identical ones. Each of them is a gem of this microarchitecture. Many of them need
renovation.
In Gietrzwałd, two-storey brick chapels are built on a square plan. The oldest of them,
a roadside chapel located on property no. 74, comes from the second half of the 18th century.
Another one is situated at the crossroads to Woryty, and one more at the road from Olsztyn to
Ostróda. Most of them come from the nineteenth century. The monuments also include the
organist's flat from 1884, the presbytery building from 1915 and several wooden houses from
the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth century. These are houses No. 13, No. 16, No. 31 and
No. 33.
For several years, there has been a Museum Room in the village, known as the
Warmian House, which is located in a renovated forge. There you can see old utility items
described in the Warmian dialect, such as: slómbank, bziołodeka, śćklonka, bacherek, gafle,
cejtunek and others. The interior of the room and the captions in the dialect refer to the old
traditions and identity of Polish Warmians. Gietrzwałd was located in southern, Polish
Warmia, which differed from German northern Warmia - primarily in terms of religion,
dialect, nationality, traditions and clothing.
Another place where you can feel the "spirit" of former inhabitants is the cemetery.
Several famous names can be found among many historic tombs. Among others parents of the
visionary Barbara Samulowska, who herself died as a missionary in Guatemala, also pastor
Augustyn Weichsel, or mitred prelate Wojciech (Adalbert) Zink were buried there. You can
walk along the cemetery alleys and find German, Polish and Warmian names among the
buried. This was the history of this land and this is its multicultural image.
In the village, there is also the Karczma Warmińska well-known in the whole region,
founded in the second half of the 19th century and then owned by Waleschkowski. Along
with the apparitions of Gietrzwałd and the increase in pilgrimage, the wooden building had to
be expanded and turned into a red brick one. The tavern then changed its character to an inn
(German: gasthaus) in which the gastronomic functions were combined with accommodation
functions. For decades, it played a role as a meeting place for the village government, folk
festivals, wakes, weddings, it housed an information centre, a village community centre, a
kindergarten, a library, a communal cooperative and others. In 1998, Karczma Warmińska,
whose interior design refers to the former Warmian village, its traditions and culture, was
established in the building with a rich history. Numerous events take place here, including:
Warmian, Jewish, Cossack, Gypsy, and feast music regular evenings. There are also
performances of folklore groups during the International Folklore Days. The inn has its

trademark: Culinary heritage of Warmia, Mazury and Powiśle, which places it among the best
restaurants in the region. There are merchant's, peasant's and landowner's halls for guests. In
summer, culinary attractions such as grilling, making dumplings, baking fingers, baking bread
take place in the restaurant's courtyard, there is also making pots, painting stained glass,
making beeswax candles and others.
A few years ago, the Gietrzwałd Gardens were built opposite the inn, with an
amphitheatre, a garden by the river, a garden on a hill, a market boulevard, a river boulevard,
or a creative work house. There is also a canoe pier, a fountain with a watering place, unique
sculptures, a playground for small children and a place for a family barbecue. The functional
elements include a communication route for the disabled, viewing platforms and terraces, new
sanitary facilities, stairs, poster posts, stylish lamps and park benches, and additional litter
bins. Overall, the investment covers an area of 16 thousand square meters.
The village of Gietrzwałd can also be known because of an outdoor game, the socalled quest titled Copernicus was here ... and you? It is available free of charge at the tourist
information in Gietrzwałd.

Route 2: Gietrzwałd - Łajsy - Unieszewo - Sząbruk - Naterki - Kudypy Gietrzwałd (car or bicycle trip 28 km)

Source: https://www.google.pl/maps

Manor house in Łajsy
The former noble estate located here belonged in the 18th century to the Jankowski
family, and in the 19th century to von Zabiensky. The last owner before 1945 was Benno
Orlowski. The manor house was built in the years 1881-1882 in the neo-renaissance style. At
the end of World War II, the building was partially burnt down. Later it was reconstructed and
rebuilt - its shape was changed by adding a storey in the middle part. It is now a private
property. The manor house is a valuable architectural monument, it is a multi-storey brick and
plastered building. Larger, square avant-corps were added to the lower and narrower central
part. There is a high observation tower at the front, and a large terrace facing the lake. The
window openings are rectangular and semicircular with decorative cornice rims. The roofs of
the side wings are flat, while the roof in the middle is low, gable. The park and the old farm
buildings, including a red brick granary, have been preserved in the vicinity of the manor.
One of the already vanished elements of the landscape is Marung Lake, where the manor
house in Łajsy was built. We learn about the existence of the lake from old Gietrzwałd
chronicles as well as from historical maps and other written sources. One can also read from
the memory of the landscape. Today it is an increasingly fashionable trend in the field of
geography of settlement or landscape heritage. There are meadows on the drained lake, and
now there are ponds.
Unieszewo, or Sząfałd
The village was founded on February 15, 1347 by the cathedral chapter in Frombork.
In the past, it was called Schönfelde, which in German meant Nice Field, and Polish
Warmians called it Sząfałd. Until today, despite the efforts of former residents, the name
Sząfałd has not been restored. Where did the name Unieszewo come from? We know from
official documents that after World War II, the Commission for Determining the Names of
Places, at its meeting on March 8-10, 1947, adopted the name of Unieszewo for the village.
Why hasn't this beautiful Prussian Sząfałd been kept? In the Polish spelling, there were such
native names as: Bukwałd, Gietrzwałd, Brąswałd or even the nearby Sząbruk. The following
stories circulate in local texts and oral traditions:
In the spring of 1945, the sign with the German name of the town was removed from
the station building and a new one was hung: Krasne Pole. A few months later, two officers
were talking on the train station platform. One was for sure in a Russian uniform, and the
other one was a commandant from Olsztyn, perhaps colonel Jakub Prawin, Plenipotentiary of

the Polish Government for the Masurian District. After a while, priest Jan Hanowski from
Olsztyn, returning from the visit to the parish priest in Sząbruk, entered the platform. At the
sight of him, the Russian officer became very upset and took a pistol from its holster aiming at
the priest. The commandant reacted quickly and did not allow the priest to be shot,
demanding an explanation. The Russian officer Yuri Uniehev told the commandant that their
priest asked him to save Olsztyn churches from burning down, promising him in return that he
would go down in the history of this land. He kept his word, the churches remained intact, and
the priest deceived him. Not long after this event, the Unieszewo sign was hung at the railway
station and it has remained so to this day.
The second version says that in 1944 a small Soviet plane was circling the area,
shooting at everything that was moving below, it also dropped small demolition bombs. The
Germans got lifted their planes from the airport in Gryźliny and shot down a plane that fell
into a lake near today's Unieszewo. In order to respect the "heroic" death of the Soviet pilot, it
was decided to name the village after his surname. I wonder if it will ever be explained how it
was really with the change of the name of the village?

An important historical monument in Unieszewo is the building of the Polish school.
The first school with the Polish language of instruction was established in 1920. In the

plebiscite on July 11, 1920, 282 people in the village voted for East Prussia, and 161 people
for Poland. Therefore, after the plebiscite, the Polish school was closed. Soon, the parents of
Polish Warmians from Unieszewo began to demand teaching Polish again. In 1927, the first
Polish kindergarten in southern Warmia was established in Unieszewo. The local branch of
the Union of Poles in Germany, which was one of the largest in this part of East Prussia and
had 58 members, was very active. It was they who led to the reopening of the Polish school
on April 10, 1929. It was located in a room rented by Karolina and Franciszek Bauer. The
teacher, Bolesław Jeziołowicz, also lived there. The working conditions in the rented room
were not the best, so in 1931 the construction of their own school building on land bought
from August Hohmann commenced. Within a few months, they built a house, where a school,
a kindergarten and a teacher's apartment were located. The newly opened school soon became
a mainstay of Polishness. Not only school children, but also the youth and the elderly focused
on it. Adults organized meetings and social evenings for young people, there was also an
amateur theatre group. However, the German inspector, Dr. Franz Pasternack, was a frequent
and uninvited guest at the school. One former student recalled an incident in 1936 when
Pasternack unexpectedly appeared and asked for a recently learned song to be sung. The
headmaster of the school at the time and at the same time the teacher Jan Maza suggested a
folk Silesian song, the first verse of which is "Fish danced with a crayfish/ A parsley with
parsnip (in Polish 'pasternak')/ an Onion was surprised / How parsley danced". Then the
inspector was terribly offended and left the school. Classes were held until the last August
1939. The next day, the Gestapo sealed the school building. Jan Maza went to Olsztyn, where
he was arrested on September 1. Together with other teachers from Warmia, he was
imprisoned in the Nazi camp in Hohenbruch near Królewiec and shot there on February 24,
1940. The same fate was shared by Seweryn Pieniężny and Leon Włodarczak.
After World War II, the school building was taken over by the Polish state and a
nursery was organized there, and later a kindergarten. In the summer of 1957, a
commemorative plaque was unveiled in the building of the former school in Unieszewo. The
following plaque was hung on the wall: "In the years from 1929 to 1939/ there was a Polish
school/ certificate of Polish identity/ Warmian Land". In 1985, next to the school, activists
under the Rodło banner put a memorial stone with the following inscription: "Honour and
glory to the fighters from Unieszewo/ who fought, taught and raised in the spirit of
Polishness/ resisted Germanization and fascism/ died for these noble ideals/ JAN BAUER/
BOLESŁAW JEZIOŁOWICZ/ ALBERT KWIATKOWSKI/ JAN MAZA/ ALOJZY
SKRZYPSKI/ Community of the Gietrzwałd Municipality/ In the fortieth anniversary of

returning Warmia and Mazury to the Motherland ”. The former school was sold in 1997 and
has been in private hands since then.

Sząbruk - a historic church and a "beautiful bridge"
Sząbruk has been on the map of Warmia since 1363, as confirmed by the location act
re-issued by the chapter. It was given by Nicolas Copernicus during his stay in Sząbruk in
1517 and again in 1519. The beginning of the parish dates back to the first half of the 14th
century, although the first church dedicated to St. Nicholas and St. John the Evangelist was
consecrated in 1500. It was rebuilt in the 17th and 18th centuries. The original church tower
dates back to this period. In the years 1911-1913 a new church was built in such a way that
the old one forms the vestibule of the entire temple and since then it has been dedicated to St.
Nicholas and St. Anna. Hence, it is unusual for the church to have two pulpits - from the old
and the new building. The oldest historic building in Sząbruk is also charming inside. The
painting depicting the Last Judgment and passion scenes astonishes with their beauty. The
frescoes discovered on the walls come from the 16th century. The colourful stained glass
windows were made in 1911 in Trier, Germany. One could write a lot about the furnishings of

the church, and for a long time, however, no description will convey the emotions of a
personal visit to this place. As in many Warmian churches, the names of the parish residents
who lost their lives in World War I were commemorated here (in the form of an external
monument). In the 19th century, Sząbruk was known in local area for its organ factory.

While visiting the beautiful historic church in Sząbruk, it is impossible not to notice a
memorial plaque on one of the walls informing that the temple was visited by the royal couple
from Belgium on October 13, 1977. How did it happen that Sząbruk got this honour? The
Belgian Queen Fabiola and her husband Boduen were then on an official visit to Poland. In
the programme of the visit, the royal couple's wish was to hear a holy mass in the historic
village church. The Warmia Diocese, informed of this intention, prepared the Gietrzwałd
temple for this visit. The road from Olsztyn to Gietrzwałd was reorganized by order of the
provincial authorities. Roadside trees were pruned and holes in the asphalt were patched.
However, the central authorities changed their mind at the last minute, fearing that the visit of
the royal couple in such a famous place could lead to some kind of rally that would be
difficult to control. And so the choice fell on Sząbruk. Mass took place in the morning.
Almost all the students of the local school participated in it, along with the teachers, and the
then headmaster of the school, Władysław Umbras, who took commemorative photos. What
was a big surprise for everyone, he did not bear any official or disciplinary consequences of it.
And the monarchs were surprised that in a communist country, students were attending the
morning service before the start of the lessons in such large numbers. Many students came to
church with school bags. It was an unusual event that is still mentioned here today.

Another event remembered by many residents was the production of a documentary
film made by Finnish TV about the departure of the Thamm family to Germany. In the years
of the People's Republic of Poland, many Warmian families left, not only from Sząbruk.
Many noble people, good hosts and reliable professionals left Warmia Land. The families of
Klein, Konegen, Spork, Steffen, Lorkowski and others still bring fond memories in Sząbruk.
In 2007, on the initiative of local women, the "Beautiful Bridge" association was
established. The name of the village in German is Schönbrück, which in dialect sounds
Psianky Most (Beautiful Bridge). Where did it come from, since there is no and never has
been any bridge in the immediate vicinity under which a river would flow. If a beautiful
bridge, over what? The edges of what would it span? Or is it a bridge to heaven? An
interesting story is connected with the name of the village. Well, in the first months after
World War II, the mother of the well-known writer Edward Cyfus - Helena Porbadnik, who
returned from exile to the USSR and stayed in Katowice, decided to send a letter to her friend
from Sząbruk. She did not know what the name was after the war. After all, it was taken by
the Soviets from East Prussia, and returned when Poland was already here. Therefore, she
believed that the name of the village had changed as well. And she was right. She addressed
the envelope with the name and surname of her friend and the address: Psiankny Most kele
Szófalda - and the letter was delivered. The postman must have been Warmian!
The name of the association refers to this old Warmian name, but not only. Its main
goal is the development of Sząbruk and the surrounding towns, and the activation and
integration of the local community. A few years after its founding, you can see how necessary
it was and that the founders' enthusiasm has not cooled down. The members have achieved a
lot. In 2009, Sząbruk took first place in the "Clean and Beautiful Farm - Aesthetic Village"
competition, and a year later an interesting "Historical Path" of the village was created. Still
new ideas are realized in the local Rural Cultural Centre in cooperation with Sząbruk
Volunteer Fire Brigade and similar neighbourhood associations from Naterek and Unieszewo.
For many years, a cyclical village tournament has been organized between the inhabitants of
Sząbruk, Unieszewo, Gronit and Naterek. Every year more and more inhabitants of these
villages are involved in this tournament. In 2011, Sząbruk was on the route of the district
"Copernicus Trail". Therefore, it has gained another beautiful information board. In 2013, the
650th anniversary of the village was solemnly celebrated.

It is a great idea to give the local school the name of "Warmian Families". The
originators are aware that hanging the plaque on the building will not finish this process, that
young people will have to realize what it means to be Warmian, what rules to follow in order
to be able to call themselves Warmians.
Several people very distinguished for Warmia were born in Sząbruk. Andrzej
Samulowski, poet, bookseller, co-organizer of the Gazeta Olsztyńska; Sylwester Antoni
Sznarbach, poet, painter and Warmian activist; Wiktor Steffen, philologist, Hellenist,
professor at the universities of Poznań and Wrocław, author of the Dictionary of Warmia were
born here. Maria Zientara-Malewska a poet and writer known throughout the region and Anna
Andrusikiewicz, the doyenne of Warmia guides, often visited the church in Sząbruk.
Museum of Agricultural Machines: Naterki, Sząbruk

The museum was established in 1987 by Alicja and Janusz Dramiński out of their
hearts and out of respect for the hard work of farmers from previous generations. When
creating the collection, the sign principle was followed, it means they followed the names of
cities, factories and the names of the owners behind which there is an interesting story. It is a
collection of several hundred old horse-drawn agricultural machines and many other

machines, devices, agricultural tools and equipment used in rural homes. Many of them are
more than a hundred years old.
The heart of this collection are four collections:
1) a collection of over three hundred iron horse mills, each weighing three hundred or even
more kilograms;
2) a collection of over a hundred machines produced in pre-war East Prussia. These are horse
mills, threshers, harvesters, ploughs, hay rakers, hay turners and other types of machines
and tools marked by producers or distributors (as evidenced by cast or painted original
inscriptions): The collection is a huge agricultural cultural heritage of Warmia and
Mazury.
3) a collection of over a hundred agricultural machinery manufactured in former Polish
factories, e.g. in Hipolit Cegielski's factory;
4) a collection of over thirty tractors, the so-called SAMs built independently by Polish
farmers in difficult times, when they could not buy machines in factories.
What is unique about these collections presented in the museum in Sząbruk? These are
the only collections of this type in the world, and in addition they are so numerous,
overwhelming with their historical wealth and diversity. Many of this type of machinery in
recent decades has been irretrievably lost, as farmers scrapped them on a mass scale. Cast iron
and steel machine parts were melted in the smelters, and the wooden ones were burned. This
fact emphasizes the uniqueness of the collection. In addition, the Dramiński family has a rich
library collection: old photos, catalogues, books, and agricultural guides from the old days.
It is true that in some open-air museums, such as the Museum of Folk Architecture open-air museum in Olsztynek or the National Museum of Agriculture and Agricultural
Industry in Szreniawa, there are agricultural collections, but they are not as large as in Naterki
and Sząbruk. Due to the world's largest collection of cast iron horse mills (277 pieces), in
2018 they were entered in the Guinness Book of Records. For several years, the museum has
been operating under the foundation: DRAMINSKI Foundation for the Preservation of
Agricultural Technology Heritage in Warmia and Mazury.
Kudypy Forest District
Kudypy forest district is one of the oldest in Warmia and Mazury. It was established in
the first half of the 19th century in connection with the reorganization of private forests. The
enfranchisement of peasants deprived the landowners of free labour, and the hunting law of

1848 deprived the nobility of the right to hunt on peasant lands. This resulted in the
introduction of reforms in the management of private forests. Another forest reform took
place after Adolf Hitler came to power in Germany. Forest offices had a three-level division: a
forest manager was at the head of the forest district. He was in charge of several district
forestries. The National Forest Offices supervised the forest districts. The seat of the National
Prussian Forest Office was in Królewiec. There was a branch of this office in Olsztyn, it was
superior to the forest districts of this province. In the Olsztyn province, 81 permanent workers
were employed in the Kudypy Forest District in 1938, additionally seasonal workers joined
them in different periods. In the same year, 123 women and four men participated in the
afforestation works. The period of World War II required more than usual use of wood. In the
years 1939–1941, forests were felled in the amount of about 200% of the annual cutting area,
and by 1945 even more.
Otto Krieger performed the function of the Forest Manager of the Kudypy Forest
District in the pre-war and post-war period. In 1926, the Kudypy Forest District included the
following forestries: Kudypy (Kudippen), Stary Dwór (Althof), Wrzesina (Alt Schöneberg),
Szelągowo (Schillings) and Gamerki Małe (Klein Gemmern). Until 1944, the following forest
districts were included: Skwary (Klein Eissings), Gronity (Gronitten), Pelnik (Pulfinick) and
Tątławki (Tomlack). The forest manager tried to meet the standards for wood supply imposed
on him, for which he needed labour and appropriate equipment. From the beginning of the
war, prisoners of war were brought to the territories of East Prussia to replace men called up
to serve in the German army. Most of them were assigned to work in agriculture, but they also
worked in forests. Several sub-camps were established in the Kudypy Forest District. In
November 1940, 25 French prisoners of war were working on felling and afforestation in the
Kudypy Forest District. But in March 1942, a forest manager in a letter to the labour office in
Olsztyn complained that due to diseases and sending prisoners to agriculture, there were only
five French left to use in the entire forest district. Employment of forest workers as of
February 20, 1943 in the Kudypy Forest District was as follows: German workers - 41, Poles 14, prisoners of war from France - 5. In the entire Olsztyn province (Kudypy Forest District,
Łański Piec, Purda, Ramuki, Wipsowo, the forests of the Olsztyn district, the city forests of
Olsztyn, the city forests of Barczewo) there were 180 German workers, 42 Poles, 17 eastern
workers, 5 French and 126 Russians. In November 1944, a group of 37 Italian prisoners of
war, who were handed over by the Tabórz Forest District, went to work in the forests of the
Kudypy Forest District. They were deployed in the forestry of Stary Dwór (17 prisoners) and
Skwary (20 prisoners). There was a decreasing number of local German workers, who were

very important because they had several years of experience, and new workers and prisoners
had to be taught everything. In October 1944, only 28 local workers worked in the forest
district (to compare, in the winter of 1939, there were 105 of them). In order to comply with
the imposed standards, the forest manager Krieger applied for an assignment of 90 forced
labourers. By mid-November 1944, only 51 had arrived. The working conditions were very
hard, and the winter of the turn of 1944 and 1945 was under artillery fire from the Red Army
troops.
In the spring of 1945, Otokar Rudke, the forest manager, came to the Kudypy Forest
District. A new period in the history of forestry and hunting began in Warmia. 1945 was a
very difficult year. There was no map data, no plans to organize a forest farm, many areas
were mined, groups and remnants of soldiers from Wehrmacht troops were prowling.
Yesterday's soldiers became foresters without changing the colour of their uniforms. Indeed,
the afforestation level of the southern parts of the former East Prussia in 1945 was only
17.5%. It was a critical point in the history of the forests of the Masurian Lake District. Since
then, a slow increase in the forest area has been recorded in this region. Moreover, game
suffered as a result of acts of war. Otokar Rudke was to organize forestry and hunting in the
region, he was one of the first organizers of the Polish Hunting Association in Olsztyn, he also
organized a hunting club in Kudypy, which cared for the game, fed it and conducted planned
(and not rapacious) hunting. The forest manager Rudke went down in the history of the
Kudypy Forest District primarily as the one who carried out a full inventory of the forest in
the area of the Forest District. He began afforestation of former farmland on an unprecedented
scale. In 1956 he resigned from the position of the forest manager in Kudypy. Witold
Rutkowski took over from him. After retirement, Rutke settled in Biesal, now his grandson
Kazimierz Sługocki, who is also interested in hunting and has a large collection of trophies,
lives in his house.
To honour all the deceased employees of the Kudypy Forest District, on December 22,
2014, next to the Forest Arboretum of Warmia and Mazury, commemorative boulders and a
wooden cross were unveiled, dedicated to the first two forest managers - Otokar Rudke and
his successor Witold Rutkowski. The ceremony was attended by families and employees of
the forest district with the former forest managers Leonard Kostka and the current one Alfred Szlaski, the initiator of the ceremony.

Arboretum in Kudypy
The Polish Forest Society Forest Arboretum of Warmia and Mazury in Kudypy is one
of the youngest botanical gardens in the country, also known as a dendrological garden. The
arboretum, established in the early 1990s, currently covers an area of 15.69 ha. Since 1999, it
has been operating as an organizational unit of the Kudypy Forest District, and belongs to the
Council of Botanical Gardens in Poland, and since 2005 it has the status of a botanical garden
granted by the Ministry of the Environment. It is a unique place in the north-eastern Poland,
where woody plants are collected in order to show their beauty and diversity, and it also
conducts scientific research and provides natural science education. The history of the
Arboretum dates back to 1983, when hurricanes broke and uprooted some of the trees in the
seed stand. The fall in the groundwater level, the formation of natural gaps and secondary
pests additionally weakened the trees, which meant that the forest ceased to function as an
excluded stand. An attractive location, growing social needs and the desire to protect inspired
foresters from the Polish Forest Society to create a small Arboretum here. 65 seedlings of
various species were donated by the Arboretum of the Warsaw University of Life Sciences in
Rogów. More specimens were added quickly in the following years.
The arboretum is divided into sections:
1)

Department of Polish flora - a collection of trees and bushes with about 300 species and
varieties. It is one of the most beautiful and numerous collections of native trees and
bushes in Poland.

2)

Collection part - a collection of trees and bushes with over 700 species and varieties. The
most numerous are: maples (over 30 species), cotoneasters (29 species) as well as
honeysuckles and wild roses. There are rich collections of junipers, spruces, firs and other
conifers.

3)

Natural forest - it is the most interesting part of the ancient natural forest with monument
trees in terms of nature.
In 2011, another educational attraction was created - Geological Lapidarium, i.e. a

collection of stones and erratic boulders from the area of Warmia and Mazury. The latest
investment of the Kudypy Forest District is the Educational Chamber. In the new building of
the Arboretum, we can find a nature corner showing the beauty of the nature of Kudypy
forests, its vegetation and animals that live here. In the remaining part, there are historical
exhibits related to work of foresters and a geological exhibition. The newly opened facility is
to be a place where children and young people will expand their knowledge about nature in a
friendly and interesting way.

Route 3: Gietrzwałd - Grazymy - Łęguty - Łęgucki Młyn - Beaver Refuge
Reserve on the Pasłęka River - Gietrzwałd
(car or bicycle trip 48 km)

Source: https://www.google.pl/maps

Palace in Grazymy
Knight's estate existed in this place already in the times of the Teutonic Knights. In
1352, the grand master Winrich von Kniprode granted the surrounding lands to brothers Jakub
and Piotr with the right of inheritance. In the 15th century, Grazymy was owned by the von
Grasniss family, from the mid-16th century to 1725 - by the von Borcke family, and then by
von der Groeben. The estate belonged to this last family until the 1820s. Then, as a result of
the wedding of Luisa von der Groeben with August von Stein-Kamieński, the palace passed
into the hands of his family. The present residence was built in 1924, after the previous one
had been destroyed in a fire caused by a lightning strike two years earlier. In the manor farm,
there was horse, cattle and pig breeding, specialized crops, a mill, two sawmills and a
distillery. After World War II, the palace was designated as an orphanage for war orphans,
and from 1956 into a Nursing Home for people with mental disabilities, which is still in
operation today.

The neo-baroque palace was built in the first half of the 20th century by the then
owner of the property, Albrecht von Stein. The residence was built on the site of earlier
buildings (the first ones were erected in the 14th century, they were of defensive character),
therefore it has 18th-century walls, stone vaulted cellars and medieval foundations. The main
structure is two-storey, with a usable attic, covered with a mansard gable roof. The front and
garden elevations were extended by side avant-corps with roofs equal to the height of the
main part. The floor plan of the building resembles the letter H, but not very regular, the
avant-corps from the garden side are not of the same length. There are also terraces in
individual elevations. Some elements of the old furnishings have been preserved in the
interiors of the palace, incl. stoves made by the master from Malbork, Walther Wendel. In the
past, the interiors were richly equipped - there were as many as 12 toilets and 8 bathrooms, as
well as central heating.
The property is surrounded by a well-kept landscape park, in which the entire manor
farm from the first half of the 19th century has been preserved. Behind the main structure
there is a historic avenue of limes, about 70 meters long, which was entered in the register of
natural monuments. There is a small cemetery of the von Stein family on a hill covered with a
rare forest, which has all the features of a burial mound. In Grazymy there is also a boulder
recognized in 1964 as a monument of inanimate nature. There are two legends associated with
it. The first of them says that there is a treasure well under the boulder. The second one tells
about a lost Prussian castle that has collapsed underground, and the key to it is under this
stone.
Łęguty - church and cemetery
A medieval village, mentioned in sources from 1352. It was destroyed during the
Polish-Teutonic war in 1414, 20 farms were burnt down then. In 1539 Łęguty belonged to
Anthonius Borck, the councillor and starost of Brandenburg. In 1578, a church was built in
the village and there was a school next to it. In the 16th century, Polish people settled in the
village, therefore the priest in Łęguty was required to speak Polish. In 1619, the village
belonged to the widow of Achatius Borck. In the years 1737-1738 a new evangelical church
was built. It is a modest building on a rectangular plan, made of red brick and covered with a
gable roof. Despite the looting of equipment, which took place in 1945, among others, Johann
Dietrich von Borc's tombstone from 1701 was saved. A unique feature, very rare in other
sacred buildings, is the main pulpit altar (the pulpit protrudes from the altar wall and is

located above the altar table) and the church pews in the theatre arrangement (the further, the
higher).
There is also a 19th-century manor in the village, and there is a forge, an octagonal
pavilion (ruins of a former bakery) and a cowshed from the end of the 19th century in the
manor complex.
The old cemetery around the church is also very interesting, with characteristic
massive cast-iron crosses and beautifully forged fences. The old family tombs of von der
Groeben and von Stein deserve special attention. There is also a bell tower in the cemetery.
Currently, the church in Łęguty is a branch of the Evangelical-Augsburg parish in Ostróda.
Łęgucki Młyn
It is a colony of the village of Łęguty located at the Pasłęka River and at Łęguckie and
Isąg lakes. The great location in the Protected Landscape Area of the Taborskie Forests, in the
Natura 2000 bird and habitat area, the Pasłęka valley and river, makes it very attractive. It is
partially located in a nature reserve - a beaver refuge on the Pasłęka River. The centre is a
complex of buildings with great tourist and recreational potential - three villas, a summer
house, two wooden farm houses and a guardhouse with a bar and an office. The entire
property is equipped with technical infrastructure. There are two walking platforms at the lake
shore, and there is also a tennis court and shelters with a fireplace and a place for a bonfire.
Over the years, the centre in Łęgucki Młyn has been a refuge for relaxation and
regeneration of vitality for many people. Among them there were dignitaries of the Polish
People's Republic, headed by Władysław Gomułka. Apparently, Prime Minister Piotr
Jaroszewicz also came to the area for hunting, and Nikita Chruszczow gave one of the
Siberian pine houses to Władysław Gomułka here.
For years, the centre belonged to the Olsztyn District. It housed the District
Educational Centre, the seat of the Local Action Group "South Warmia", a small
hydroelectric power plant, what is more, cyclical rallies of automotive fans, including the
Warmian VW Beetle Rally and the FSO car rally took place here. Currently, the Olsztyn
District plans to sell the facility for tourist and recreational purposes.
Beaver Refuge Reserve on the Pasłęka River
In Poland, despite the fact that beavers were under the care of the rulers from the 10th
century, they were practically exterminated until the beginning of the 20th century. After

World War II, only a few positions of beavers in north-eastern Poland remained within the
present borders of our country. Until the end of the 1960s, the number of beavers was low,
around several hundred animals. As a result of numerous reintroductions of beavers started in
the 1970s, the population of these animals began to increase quite quickly. Currently, beavers
are found practically all over the country, and most frequently they inhabit the north-eastern
part of Poland. In 2000, the number of beavers in our country was estimated at about 18,000
animals.
Otokar Rudke contributed significantly to the increase in the population of beavers in
north-eastern Poland, making all possible efforts to protect the largest rodent in Eurasia (its
weight reaches even 30 kg). It is him we have to thank for the creation of a reserve of these
animals on the Pasłęka River in 1947. The plan with the boundaries of the planned reserve
included the Bobry and Żelazowice forest districts together with Żelazny Lake and the Nowy
Młyn enclave. On the other hand, in accordance with the ordinance No. 17 of the Minister of
Forestry and Wood Industry of January 23, 1958, the area along the Pasłęka River located in
Łukta and Biesal comunities in the Ostróda district and in Wołowno and Gietrzwałd
communities in the Olsztyn District was recognized as a nature reserve called "Kudypy
Beaver Refuge ".
Otokar Rudke watched with delight the everyday life of beaver families. In his report
from March 19, 1946, he wrote: 'This beautiful former inhabitant of our country, who lives
here in natural conditions, is the pride of the Forest District and is taken care of by the local
staff in a way they can afford.' In Otto Rudke's private notes, there is the following entry that
proves the forest manager's efforts to protect beavers: 'Among the most valuable fur animals,
we have a legendary beaver in the Kudypy State Forest District. They are not beavers kept in
cages or fences, but beavers living freely in a wild and natural state in swamps, rivers and
lakes. In 1927, a couple of beavers, kept in a certain estate, escaped and, wandering along the
rivers, chose a beautiful, wild neighbourhood on the banks of the Pasłęka River. The swamps
and river banks covered with clusters of bushes and deciduous trees, as well as diverse flora,
provided excellent food for these large rodents and gave them the possibility to reproduce.
Today, the number of beavers in a given area is estimated at around 40. They adapted their
lives to the local conditions and only a few build houses on the surface of the water, they
build their basic houses in the ground under the high banks of the river. It can be assumed
that soon beavers will spread to all areas convenient for them, because several families in
further areas are already known. In earlier times, beavers in Mazury were not rare, but
human greed exterminated them completely, because the last beaver was killed in 1844. Now,

after 100 years, we have beavers again and, thanks to strict protection and the creation of a
reserve, they will be able to reproduce in peace, and when they reach such a state as hares,
hunters will also have the right to hunt them.'

Route 4: Gietrzwałd - Cultural Park of the Warmia Landscape Road Woryty - Giłwa Lake - Rentyny - Gietrzwałd
(cycling or walking 11 km)

Źródło: https://www.google.pl/maps

Cultural Park of the Warmia Landscape Road
The landscape of Warmia, shaped by the centuries by man, is not only beautifully
situated villages and towns, not only houses with sloping, red roofs, churches with steeples,
roadside chapels, but also local roads with beautiful trees, which are over a hundred years old
- most often lime trees, chestnuts, maples. Roadside alleys in Warmia and Mazury are
especially valuable due to their natural, landscape and historical values. The roads were
determined in the Middle Ages and are a heritage left by the Teutonic Order. At the beginning
of the 19th century, they began to plant long-lived trees by the roads. In winter, they were to
mark the communication route while the snow covered the fields and it was impossible to find
it among the many-meter-high snowdrifts. In summer, they gave shadow to soldiers
wandering to war, and during peace to pilgrims.

In June 2016, the Starost's Office in Olsztyn, at the request of the "Woryty"
Association, together with the Gietrzwałd Municipality, created the Cultural Park of the
Warmian Landscape Road Gietrzwałd - Woryty. The aim was to protect a two-kilometre
roadside avenue running between two villages. This is the first activity of this type in the
country, and the Warmia Landscape Road is the first and only cultural park in the Warmia and
Mazury Province protected under the 2003 Act. Among the trees, you can see several historic
Warmian chapels. This is how the natural heritage is combined with cultural heritage, that is,
man-made facilities. There are many roadside alleys in the province, but it is necessary not
only to prove the natural and cultural values, but also the strong will of the residents to take
such an alley under state protection.
Woryty
Where does the name of the village come from? As the well-known writer Maria
Zientara-Malewska describes in her collection of Warmian fairy tales and legends, it was like
this: 'A long time ago, when the village had not yet been baptized, because only a dozen
people lived here, an exhausted wanderer came. In the villages of Warmia, beggars, as they
were called here, were eagerly accepted for the night and served with warm food. A person
could learn from them news from the distant world. He was welcomed with joy and given a
sumptuous supper. In gratitude, he told the hosts interesting facts and news until late at night.
And when he had told them enough, they made a bedding for him by the stove, so that he
would be comfortable and warm. During the night, the host was awakened by the groans and
grunts of the beggar. He got up, walked over to him and asked what was wrong with him. The
beggar replied that he had a terrible stomach ache. The host brought a few goose feathers, set
them on fire, and let the beggar smell them, but it didn't help him. In the morning he noticed
blue, dark spots on the beggar's hands. "Oh my God" - shouted the host - "this is a black
death in our cottage!" He began to ask the beggar to take his sackcloth and flee the village as
quickly as possible because he would infect people with cholera. But the beggar lingered,
groaned and renounced without moving from his bedding. People came and screamed, "Get
out of here, your sackcloth and you." In the end, the beggar rose from his bedding and
dragged with difficulty towards Gietrzwałd. He could still hear the screams of the angry
villagers behind him for a long time, but the plague had already emerged from the sackcloth.
From then on, the village was called Woryty (name originatd from the Polish word 'wór'sack) and it has remained so until today. They said that all the people of the village died from
the plague, only a little boy was left. When he grew up, he built a little chapel that is by the

road for God to thank for his savin ' In every legend, as we know, there is always a grain of
truth. But was it like that in this case?
Although Woryty was founded five years earlier than Gietrzwałd, i.e. on February 15,
1347, by the same cathedral chapter in Frombork, it was always overshadowed by the
Gietrzwałd route. The village settled in the Prussian field Gudikus on the edge of Warmia.
Civilization slowly entered in here. The hardworking Warmians lived in harmony, helping
each other to rebuild their farms after army marches and plagues. The first school was built
here at the beginning of the 19th century. In 1825, 43 children were taught exclusively in
Polish by a relatively young graduate of the school in Barczewo, Andrzej Hermanowski.
In the plebiscite vote on July 11, 1920, 237 people voted for East Prussia, and 101 for
Poland.
The Polish-Catholic Private School with Polish as the language of instruction - as the
full name suggested - was established on February 24, 1930. The school was established in
Jan Samulowski's house, who on January 1, 1935 sold the building and the adjacent square to
the Association of Polish School Societies. After the renovation of the rooms, the largest
room was destined to a classroom, and the Polish Gusday family lived in the two smaller ones
on the ground floor. The room in the attic was taken by the poor workwoman Anna Groeber
with her daughter Maria. She was the only student who, after the closure of the Polish school
in Gietrzwałd, moved to Woryty to continue her education. The first teacher of the Polish
school in Woryty was Wiktor Bina, who came from Greater Poland. After the school in
Gietrzwałd was closed in 1933, the Germans tried to do the same with the school in Woryty.
It was instigated by the head of the regional sub-group Bund Deutscher Osten Petrikowski
and the school inspector, Dr. Franz Pasternack. During one of the numerous visits, Pasternack
managed to find in the student's schoolbag during the lesson an extended prayer book, entitled
God and Homeland, with excerpts from the history of Poland, which he had just received as a
Christmas gift from the Association of Polish School Societies in Germany. This incident led
the teacher to be accused of distributing a book that was banned in Germany. Any
explanations did not help. In a letter of July 20, 1933, the president of the Olsztyn regency
deprived Wiktor Bina of the right to teach and ordered him to leave East Prussia.
The school in Woryty was not in danger of liquidation. Conducted systematically
cultural and educational work favoured the influx of new students. As in other Polish schools,
some students came and others left often for financial reasons, due to depriving large families
of winter aid (Kinderhilfe) or threatening them to lose their job, and we should remember that
they were poor families.

The school was frequently visited by Franz Pasternak, who was very unfavourable
towards teachers and students of Polish schools. He found various minor inaccuracies and was
strict in complying with German law. The teacher Franciszek Piotrowski described one
incident in his memories: Dr. Pasternack appeared again for the visit. This time he was
interested in other matters in my school - personal and family relations of some students,
pedagogical documentation that I kept and… the "Telefunken" radio station at the front door.
He looked at it and, saying nothing, turned the knob. After his departure, we found that he
had switched the wave from Warsaw to the Deutschlandsender. From then on, Bronek Meller,
sitting at the station in the back of the class, set it up for Berlin every day after hearing news
from the country. We admired this boy's conspiratorial intelligence. Pasternak could never
surprise him either, because Bronek had a window in front of him, and he could see one road,
which the enemy could come even in a bent position, which, as it was known, sometimes he
did.
After the war, Maria Groeber, a former student, lived in the school building with her
parents. Currently, her descendants live in this house. In 1957, on the facade of the building in
Woryty, where the Polish school was located, a commemorative plaque was placed with the
inscription: "In the years 1930-1939/ there was a Polish school/ certificate of Polishness/
Warmia and Mazury".
Walking around this neat, clean village on a sunny summer day, you are amazed by its
old, pre-war buildings. Residential and farm buildings are in the same condition as they were
once built. The layout of the village is linear, that is, along the road and on both sides of it,
there are houses with farm buildings located inside the homestead. This type of settlement
was already characteristic of rural layouts in the Middle Ages. It was not until the midnineteenth century that development began to take the form of the village colonies.. Typical
buildings in the Warmian countryside, which include Woryty, are: buildings built on a
rectangular plan, wooden or made of red brick, single-storey, with a usable attic, preceded by
a porch, with gable roofs, covered with straw until the mid-nineteenth century, then with red
tiles. In wooden construction, which is not common in the region, a decorative pazdur was
crowning the gables of the roofs, porches were often added, sometimes arcades; window
openings were decorated with blue, brown or green shutters.
Compared to other Warmian settlements, fate was very gentle with Woryty. Due to its
remote location, the village was not affected by the Red Army's winter offensive. There was
no fire here, and the local population did not suffer, except for the men who did not return
from the war. The village also avoided the plague of looters. There were basically no

abandoned farms, which in the first post-war months were settled by people expelled from the
former Polish territories in the east. The entire local population adopted Polish citizenship,
except for five or six families who considered themselves Germans. As early as 1945, these
families emigrated to the west.
The trips to Germany started here a few years after the war. The reason was not the
awareness of belonging to the German nation. The post-war perspective for the indigenous
people of Warmia did not look very encouraging. The authorities gave the impression that
they were looking unfavourably at the owners of large farms. In the interwar period, many
Warmians left for work, mostly in the mines in Westphalia. Some people returned after a few
years and used the money earned there to buy land and organize their farms. Some people
returned to Warmia only to get married here and return to Germany with their wives. Life was
easier there. Letters from families in Westphalia began to come to Woryty, in which their
relatives were persuaded to move to Germany. Incomparably better living conditions and help
in the initial farming were described. There were no special problems with completing the
formalities related to the departure. Germany welcomed such families. The condition was the
place of birth in the territory of former East Prussia, and then Poland did not pose any
obstacles for those who were determined to leave. About twenty families left Woryty in the
first post-war years. They included people who attended a local Polish school in the 1930s, as
well as mixed marriages. The departing persons sold their properties to the locals or
transferred them to the state treasury. Displaced people from the former Polish Eastern
Borderlands were settled on these farms. The locals quickly integrated with the newcomers.
There were no special problems with communication; customs and culinary tastes infused.
The newcomers were eager to learn from the native Warmian dialect, so that in a relatively
short time in Woryty again almost all of them talked in a Warmian dialect.
In the village itself and its immediate vicinity, there are as many as 10 chapels: six
located along the main road, the remaining four are located outside Woryty, on the roads to
Rentyny, Tomaryny and Gietrzwałd. The chapels were built mainly in the form of a slender
structure on a square plan as one, two and three-storey buildings. One of them is plastered, the
rest ones are made of red face brick. Out of this large number, it is worth mentioning this one
located in the village centre at a crossroads, surrounded by three really old lime trees. The
bell-type chapel has a very extensive outline, it is high and multi-part with a lot of niches with
votive figures. The top storey is a clearance, there is a cross and a small bell tower in it. The
whole structure is covered with a tent canopy. A good example of a chapel in the colony is the
one located north-east of Gietrzwałd on the road to Rentyny. It has inverted proportions, i.e.

the body is mounted on a narrower plinth. The atmosphere of this building is created by its
surroundings, accompanied by old lime trees, in the summer is almost invisible, as if hiding
behind a green wall. Planting trees around the built chapels is also an ancient tradition, the
effects of which we admire today. All the chapels, regardless of their location, are in a very
good condition, six chapels are entered in the register of monuments.

There are old customs connected with a chapel located in the centre of the village, on
St. Roch Square (the patron of Woryty),. Well, on St. Roch's Day (August 16), at dawn,
peasants gathered in the square, brought their cows and walked around the cross with them
three times, praying to the patron for health for the animals. Then they went on a pilgrimage
(in Warmian dialect łosiera) to the churches in Gietrzwałd and Jonkowo (the latter dedicated
to St. Roch), where they made gifts for the health of animals. In recent years, the inhabitants,
referring to tradition, have reactivated the custom of blessing animals. It takes place during
the holy mass on the first Saturday after St. Roch's Day at the cross. Then the annual "Woryty
Festival" begins.

Giłwa Lake
There are four lakes in the Gietrzwałd Municipality: Świętajno Naterskie, Giłwa,
Sarąg and Łęguty. Giłwa Lake, also known as Rentyńskie Lake is one of the prettiest and
most frequently visited. The first name comes from the Giłwa River flowing through it, the
second from the nearby town of Rentyny. The lake has a poorly developed shoreline, the
southern and eastern shores are surrounded by forests, the western shores are overgrown with
meadows or used for cropland. Here you can find floating leaves, such as yellow water lily
and white water lily, as well as reeds and lesser reedmace. The submerged vegetation is
usually: charas, buttercups and coontails. The lake is full of various fish, numerous are:
bream, common rudd, pike, perch and roach. Hence, the nearby accommodation, guesthouses
and agritourism are popular among fishermen.
Many elements of Warmian customs are based on beliefs from pre-Christian times,
connected with water. One of the most popular figures of folk demonology is the kłobuk, also
called lataniec, chobołd, zły. On the one hand, he was in the service of the devil, and on the
other hand, he looked after the farm if its owners took care of him (e.g. they gave him
scrambled eggs and bacon on their doorstep). The kłobuk took the form of a wet black hen,
sometimes a duck, a goose, a crow or a cat. This demon, derived from the religious beliefs of
the ancient Slavs, and has undergone some transformations in Poland, it has been mixed up
with other related characters, such as the spirit who looks after the house or the dwarfs. The
Christian religion, striving to eliminate pagan beliefs, identified demonological creatures with
unclean forces, hence the frequent identification of the kłobuk with the devil.
Another demonological figure important in the area of lakes and rivers is topnik, also
known as topich. According to the beliefs of Warmia and Mazury, this spirit lives in lakes and
draws people who approach them carelessly. Parents often warned their children not to
approach the water by themselves, as they would be drawn in by topich. He took the form of
an emaciated boy in a too long wet shirt and hair flowing over his shoulders, who appeared
above the surface of the water and looked like a drowned man.
Zmora, also known as mara, is a half-demon, that is, a badly baptized child who
suffocated people asleep. Mara comes from ancient beliefs in the souls of dead women who
harass people. In the 17th and 18th centuries, mara was probably attributed to the properties
of a witch - suffocating people or sucking their blood. The inhabitants of the region of that
time also believed in witches putting an evil spell on adults or babies, as well as in dwarfs,
sometimes called kautki. They were good spirits, comparable to the elves who lived under the
bushes in the backyard gardens or in the hut behind the stove and helped people with various

household chores. Oskar Kolberg, referring to Max Toeppen, mentions the Masurian beliefs
about dwarfs, that is, podziomki that bring diseases, and kautki that help people with various
household chores.
But the strangest out of strange things were made by Smętek just outside Gietrzwałd
in the village of Woryty. You would say - he founded a competitive capital here. All the
inhabitants of Woryty tell me about these still relatively recent events. The devilishness took
over the house of the farmer Grus [still standing in the village]. The fact it threw objects and
haunted this house was nothing. But once the carriage with four black horses arrived there,
the door to the house opened and closed, letting in someone invisible. Someone from the
townspeople saw a black cat with a paw above a candle in the window. There were monsters
wandering around the house. The maid (...) was carrying the nettles for the piglet and she met
the headless peasant. Grus couldn't stand it anymore, and he brought a sorcerer to free him
from it. The sorcerer began to do his thing, and a nosey farmer climbed under the window. It
took him, and it caught him and made him wallow into the swamp under the window in the
pond. The local housekeeper Wojciechowska showed me this house. She, too, saw Kłobuk
when she was young. In the stables, the mara braided the manes. Wojciechowska took these
horse braids between the stones and hit mara that was sitting in them. It helped.
This is what Melchior Wańkowicz, who visited Woryty in 1935 at the invitation of
Franciszek Piotrowski, the head of the Polish school, wrote about spirits and devils. He
immortalized the events in Woryty, which the inhabitants told him, in his book Na tropach
Smętka.
Rentyny
Today it is a holiday village, and according to the Geographical Dictionary of the
Kingdom of Poland and other Slavic countries, it was founded before 1383. This year, the
Warmia chapter confirmed the granting of 8 włókas (unit of measurement) to Rentyny under
the Chełmno law. Originally, there was an inn in the village, which was then moved to
another place. Rentyny were mentioned again in a document from 1656. At that time, they
owned 12 włókas of land. The name of the village refers to the Prussian settlement, similar to
Rapaty and Woryty. The village is located entirely in the forest, so access by car is quite
difficult, but possible. High terrain clearances and beautiful landscape views are an
unquestionable advantage of this village. An old wooden cottage and a few chapels testify of
the Warmian identity.

Route 5: Gietrzwałd - Tomaryny - Biesal - Guzowy Młyn - Gietrzwałd (car
or bicycle trip 23 km)

Source: https://www.google.pl/maps

Fortifications in Tomaryny
The biggest attraction of Tomaryny are two twin defensive towers, preserved by the
railway tracks. They were built in the years 1897–1902 and were intended to guard the
Prussian railway line and the crossings over the Pasłęka River against a possible attack by
Russian troops. The railway line running through Biesal and Tomaryny led from Poznań to
Żeleznodorożnyj (today in the Kaliningrad District). They are two interconnected four-storey
block-houses. They were built to provide a shelter for two platoons of infantry which were to
defend the fly-over, as well as to guard the crossing of the Pasłęka River located there. The
bunkers are in very good condition. They were made of red brick and granite concrete. The
towers were connected with each other by an underground tunnel. However, the fortifications
were never used in a fierce battle. The fortifications survived the First World War, and during
the Second one they were only supervised at night. Time was extremely kind with them. The
defensive towers sheltered two infantry platoons and were armed with three heavy machine
guns and a rapid-fire cannon mounted on armoured domes. Unfortunately, the domes were
dismantled in 1997 and taken to Germany. Currently, they can be seen in the museum in

Dresden. The military enthusiast who took the domes to Germany did not have a permit to
export them from the country, because of which he was accused in the court in Olsztyn.
Despite the traces of numerous events and acts of vandalism, old German inscriptions
have been preserved inside, as well as elements of equipment, the former toilets may be of
particular interest. The defensive railway towers are a little-known tourist attraction today,
despite being an undeniable material testimony to the past. For years, the association "Łączą
nas wieże" has been striving for restoration and renewal of the fortifications.
Railway station and Evangelical chapel in Biesal
Right after Gietrzwałd we enter Mazury, so Biesal already has facilities characteristic
of the Protestant area. One of them is a former Evangelical chapel built on land donated by
Hugo Striewski, the landowner in 1924. It is a building on a polygonal plan, with apse threesided gables. It is covered with a steep hexagonal roof crowned with a metal cross. The
facades are plastered with pilasters, large windows topped with flattened arches in the side
walls and oval windows in the slanted walls. As the chapel was taken over by the Catholic
Church after World War II, the interior design is a mixture of pseudo-baroque and
contemporary styles. The facility is located on a small hill and, in line with the Evangelical
tradition, adjoins the cemetery. Currently, it is difficult to find traces of the burial of former
inhabitants there, the only place referring to the past is a modest soldier's tombstone from
1945.
The second half of the 19th century was a period of accelerated development for
Prussia. The additional cash injection, which the Prussian state received from France was a
result of the victory in the Franco-Prussian war in 1870, was used for drainage of farmland,
development of public housing as well as rail transport. The railway appeared in Biesal in
1871, when a railway connecting Królewiec and Berlin was built here. The construction was
accompanied by extensive earthworks. Apart from the building of the station with two
platforms, a water tower to supply water to railway buildings and a crane, a railway workshop
with an distributing track, ramps and waiting pens for keeping and loading animals were built
in Biesal. At the station, a two-storey residential building for railwaymen was built, and a
building with the station manager's apartment and the office of the road section were built
near the crossing. In addition, the square in front of the station and the road along the tracks
were paved. The construction was completed in 1873. In 1904, Biesal was connected to the
telephone line, and in 1927, electricity was supplied. The train station still operates, but you
can't go inside the building, or even buy tickets at the box office there.

The housing estate of single-family houses called kochówki or zydlung is an
interesting, but little recognizable element in the landscape. Several such houses have
survived in Biesal. They were created in the interwar period, when Erich Koch was the
Gaulaiter (over-president) of East Prussia. If you are more interested in this figure, I invite
you to Barczewo, where he spent several dozen years in the local prison after World War II.
Koch decided to build numerous single-family estates with small houses and a farm section in
East Prussia, as cheap housing for forestry or agricultural workers. After the war, many of
them were expanded or completely rebuilt, so it is not easy to find a whole range of these
houses today. You can still see them in Olsztyn, at I Dywizji Wojska Polskiego Street or in
the village of Onufryjewo near Ruciane-Nida.
Guzowy Młyn
The mill was entered into the register of monuments in 1907. It is situated in a small
village that was once the smallest village council in Poland. Currently, there is only one farm
here - an old mill, from which the village takes its name. The farm is inhabited by two
residents, only this number in the entire village. Guzowy Młyn is picturesquely situated at the
Jemiołówka River, into which the Młynówka River flows about 800 meters up the river. The
Jemiołówka River flows into Sarąg Lake. The facility is an example of a perfectly preserved
mill building of a century ago. Water mills on rivers were built already in the times of the
Teutonic Order. They played a major role in the economy, as evidenced by the planning of
rural areas with a network of such mills. In the following centuries, their importance did not
diminish. Until the end of the 19th century, local farmers were assigned to grind grain in
specific mills. This was related to the collection of tax for the provision of grinding service.
Currently, there is an intimate agritourism guesthouse in the settlement. Until a few
years ago, the mill operated as a hydroelectric power plant - but it does not operate at present.
The historic mill, the mill building (well preserved, although not used) and hydrotechnical
devices, as well as farm buildings and a cowshed have become a dwelling house. The mill
once belonged to the Turnitz family. The miller had no descendants, so the Polish owners
took over the building after the war. It stopped working in 1982, the devices were sold out or
thrown into the trash. The weirs regulating the water supply rotted. A turbine, which once
replaced the water-operated mill wheel, also stopped. The current owners have restored it,
they have also collected many original exhibits, from which they intend to create a milling
museum.

Dr hab. prof. UWM Izabela Lewandowska
Institute of History
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn
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